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Notice 
1. All information included in this document is current as of the date this document is issued. Such information, however, is 

subject to change without any prior notice. Before purchasing or using any Renesas Electronics products listed herein, please 
confirm the latest product information with a Renesas Electronics sales office. Also, please pay regular and careful attention to 
additional and different information to be disclosed by Renesas Electronics such as that disclosed through our website. 

2. Renesas Electronics does not assume any liability for infringement of patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights 
of third parties by or arising from the use of Renesas Electronics products or technical information described in this document.  
No license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights 
of Renesas Electronics or others. 

3. You should not alter, modify, copy, or otherwise misappropriate any Renesas Electronics product, whether in whole or in part. 
4. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of 

semiconductor products and application examples.  You are fully responsible for the incorporation of these circuits, software, 
and information in the design of your equipment.  Renesas Electronics assumes no responsibility for any losses incurred by 
you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information. 

5. When exporting the products or technology described in this document, you should comply with the applicable export control 
laws and regulations and follow the procedures required by such laws and regulations.  You should not use Renesas 
Electronics products or the technology described in this document for any purpose relating to military applications or use by 
the military, including but not limited to the development of weapons of mass destruction.  Renesas Electronics products and 
technology may not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited 
under any applicable domestic or foreign laws or regulations. 

6. Renesas Electronics has used reasonable care in preparing the information included in this document, but Renesas Electronics 
does not warrant that such information is error free.  Renesas Electronics assumes no liability whatsoever for any damages 
incurred by you resulting from errors in or omissions from the information included herein. 

7. Renesas Electronics products are classified according to the following three quality grades:  “Standard”, “High Quality”, and 
“Specific”.  The recommended applications for each Renesas Electronics product depends on the product’s quality grade, as 
indicated below.  You must check the quality grade of each Renesas Electronics product before using it in a particular 
application.  You may not use any Renesas Electronics product for any application categorized as “Specific” without the prior 
written consent of Renesas Electronics.  Further, you may not use any Renesas Electronics product for any application for 
which it is not intended without the prior written consent of Renesas Electronics.  Renesas Electronics shall not be in any way 
liable for any damages or losses incurred by you or third parties arising from the use of any Renesas Electronics product for an 
application categorized as “Specific” or for which the product is not intended where you have failed to obtain the prior written 
consent of Renesas Electronics.  The quality grade of each Renesas Electronics product is “Standard” unless otherwise 
expressly specified in a Renesas Electronics data sheets or data books, etc. 

“Standard”: Computers; office equipment; communications equipment; test and measurement equipment; audio and visual 
equipment; home electronic appliances; machine tools; personal electronic equipment; and industrial robots. 

“High Quality”: Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.); traffic control systems; anti-disaster systems; anti-
crime systems; safety equipment; and medical equipment not specifically designed for life support. 

“Specific”:  Aircraft; aerospace equipment; submersible repeaters; nuclear reactor control systems; medical equipment or 
systems for life support (e.g. artificial life support devices or systems), surgical implantations, or healthcare 
intervention (e.g. excision, etc.), and any other applications or purposes that pose a direct threat to human life. 

8. You should use the Renesas Electronics products described in this document within the range specified by Renesas Electronics, 
especially with respect to the maximum rating, operating supply voltage range, movement power voltage range, heat radiation 
characteristics, installation and other product characteristics. Renesas Electronics shall have no liability for malfunctions or 
damages arising out of the use of Renesas Electronics products beyond such specified ranges. 

9. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of its products, semiconductor products have 
specific characteristics such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Further, 
Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design.  Please be sure to implement safety measures to 
guard them against the possibility of physical injury, and injury or damage caused by fire in the event of the failure of a 
Renesas Electronics product, such as safety design for hardware and software including but not limited to redundancy, fire 
control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures.  Because 
the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult, please evaluate the safety of the final products or system 
manufactured by you. 

10. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental 
compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product.  Please use Renesas Electronics products in compliance with all applicable 
laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS 
Directive.  Renesas Electronics assumes no liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with 
applicable laws and regulations. 

11. This document may not be reproduced or duplicated, in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Renesas 
Electronics. 

12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this 
document or Renesas Electronics products, or if you have any other inquiries. 

(Note 1) “Renesas Electronics” as used in this document means Renesas Electronics Corporation and also includes its majority-
owned subsidiaries. 

(Note 2) “Renesas Electronics product(s)” means any product developed or manufactured by or for Renesas Electronics. 
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TV microcomputer
Auto-Adjustments for Couples Chassis Software

APPLICATION NOTE

May 2003REJ05B0027-0100Z

1.0 Abstract
The following article introduces and shows an example of how to use the Auto-Adjustments for Couples
Chassis Software.

2.0 Introduction
The explanation of this issue is applied to the following condition:
Applicable MCU: M37150Mx-XXXFP
ASIC: M61260/264FP(MULTI), M61250/251FP(NTSC)

Software Version: Ver. 0.62 (*)
Program File Name: meap_ver062.HEX
Font File Name: COUP_FON8.HEP
Checksum: 1BD3h(0000h to 1FFFFh)

*Includes a software program list for MULTI chassis applications.
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3.0 VIF VCO Adjustment

3.1 Purpose of Adjustment
The purpose of the VIF VCO adjustment is to tune the VIF VCO free-running frequency to the optimum
frequency. Adjusting the VIF VCO minimizes the deviation of the VIF VCO free-running frequency and
standard IF frequency.

3.2 Required Settings
MCU functions and ROM/RAM size, as well as ASIC registers, are set during auto-adjustment to the values
shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1.MCU Resources Used in Application

Table 2.ASIC Register Settings

IC Type Functions ROM/RAM Size

MCU
Multi-master I2C Bus interface

Timer interrupt
91 bytes / 22 bytes

IC Type

ASIC VIF VCO ADJ 01h Bit 0-Bit 5
Bit 2

Bit 3

Bit 7

01h

01h

07h

01h Bit 0-Bit 5
Bit 2

Bit 3

Bit 7

00h

00h

07h

AFT0 (READ)

AFT1 (READ) 

VIF DEFEAT  

No. M61260/264

ADR BIT

M61250/251

ADR BIT
Part
Register/Bit

VIF VCO can be adjusted through the following procedures via the I2C Bus (Note 1).
1.Set VIF DEFEAT to ON (=1), via I2C Bus (BUS).
2.Start adjustment period count (5 sec). If AFT0 = 1 during the count period, execute processes in Steps

3, 4, and 5. If AFT0 = 0 during the count period, execute the process in Step 6.
3.If AFT1 = 1, increment VIF VCO value (+1) via BUS. If AFT1 = 0, decrement VIF VCO value (–1) via BUS.
4.Examine AFT0 state after 20 msec Wait. When AFT0 = 0, VIF VCO holds the optional value.
5.If AFT0 does not go to 0 within adjustment period count (set in Step 2), set VIF VCO to initial value (=

31) via BUS.
6.Set VIF DEFEAT to OFF (= 1) via BUS, which completes the adjustment.

Note 1: The VIF VCO can also be adjusted by examining the AFT OUT voltage (adjust to approximately 1/2Vcc),
which requires a pin configured for an A-D converter (on MCU) as well as other related settings. In
comparison, this above method minimizes system resources.
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3.3 Auto-Adjustment Procedure
Figure 1 shows the auto-adjust flowchart.

Figure 1.VIF VCO Auto-Adjust Flowchart

1: VIF DEFEAT setup process is not included in List 1 as a program list example.
2: The 5 sec. adjustment period is counted in the main routine (main cycle 10 msec). Not included in List 1.
3: Set 20 msec wait period after VIF VCO is updated. Counted in main routine. Not included in List 1.
4: VIF VCO initialization process during 5 sec time-out. Not included in List 1.

START

 VIFDEFEAT =1 (*1)

 5 sec count start (*2)

 5 sec passed?

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

AFT0 = 1?

 VIF VCO value fixed

 VIF VCO = initial value (31) (*4)

 VIFDEFEAT = 0

END

AFT1=1?

VIF VCO  = -1 VIF VCO  = +1 

20 msec passed?
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3.4 Auto-Adjustment Procedure
List 1 shows an example of a process program.

VIF_VCO_AUTO:
X = [C_VIFVCO_AUTO] ;5sec counter

if Z==0 ;Time out?   (5sec)
if [f_V_AFT0] == 1 ;BUS AFT0 = 1 ?

if [f_V_AFT1] == 1
A =0 ;BUS AFT1 = 1
[F_UPDN]=0 ;Request Up
JSR VCJ_DTUPDN_D ;Transmit VIF VCO

else
A = 0 ;BUS AFT1 = 0
[F_UPDN]=1 ;Request Down
JSR  VCJ_DTUPDN_D ;Set VIF VCO

endif
else ;BUS AFT0 = 0 (adjustment completed)

[C_VIFVCO_AUTO] = 1 ;Decrement by 1 after writing EEPROM
endif

endif
RTS

List 1 VIF VCO Auto-Adjust Program Example
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4.0 HVCO Adjustment

4.1 Purpose of Adjustment
The purpose of the HVCO adjust is to tune the horizontal free-running frequency to the optimum frequency.
When the horizontal free-running frequency differs from the standard, adjusting the HVCO value minimizes
the deviation of the horizontal free-running frequency and the standard horizontal oscillation frequency.

4.2 Required Settings
MCU functions and ROM/RAM size, as well as ASIC registers, are set during auto-adjustment to the values
shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

Table 3.MCU Resources Used in Application

Table 4.ASIC Register Settings

IC Type Functions ROM/RAM Size

MCU 206byte / 29byte

VSYNC interrupt
Timer interrupt

Multi-master I2C Bus interface

IC Type

ASIC H VCO 10h Bit 0-Bit 2
Bit 7

Bit 4-Bit 7

Bit 6

13h

12h

1Ah

10h Bit 0-Bit 2
Bit 7

Bit 4-Bit 7

Bit 6

13h

12h

1Ah

H FREE

INTELLIGENT MONITOR 

MONITOR MSB  

Part M61260/264

ADR BIT

M61250/251

ADR BIT
No. 
Register/Bit

H VCO can be adjusted through the following procedures via the I2C Bus.
1. Set H FREE to “1: set forced free-run mode via BUS.
2. Set INTELLIGENT MONITOR to “BGP (=4)” via BUS.
3. Set MONITOR MSB to “BGP (=1)” via BUS.
4. Set H VCO to the minimum value (=0) via BUS.
5. Start 2 msec count after VYSNC interrupt (Note 1).
6. Start 10 msec count after 2msec has passed. Count input pulses.
7. After 10 msec passes, if the count value equals the optimum value (Note 2), store the H VCO value at

the optimum point in the RAM.
8. Repeat pulse determination process X times for each set value.
9. If the number of pulses does not reach the optimum value after X times, request renewal of the set value.
10. During X no. of re-tries, if the no. of optimum value matches exceeds the fixed no. of matches “Y” (X

 Y), the optimum value has been reached and value update is requested.
11. Increment H VCO by 1 via BUS.
12. Repeat Steps 3 through 10 until the H VCO maximum value (=7) is reached.
13. Set H VCO via BUS so that the count value is the optimum value.
14. If there are multiple optimum values for the H VCO, select the largest value via BUS
15. If the number of pulses does not reach the optimum value even after increasing the count to the

maximum value, set H VCO to the initial value (=4) via BUS.
16. Set the following values: H FREE = 0, INTELLIGENT MONITOR = 0, and MONITOR MSB = 0. Transmit

BUS, complete adjustment.

Notes 1: The 2 msec wait provides a period for the BGP output during the vertical blanking interval to stabilize.
2: The optimum count value of the auto-adjust setting in this software differs according to the standard

oscillation frequency.
✭  PAL standard horizontal oscillation frequency (15,625 Hz): optimum count value is 156 or 156 input pulses.
✭  NTSC reference horizontal oscillation frequency (15,734 Hz): optimum count value is 157 or 158 input pulses.
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4.3 Adjust Period
The optimum setting for each H VCO value is the optimum value resulting from the fixed number of input
pulse count matches “Y” (X  Y) during X number of re-tries. By increasing the number of examinations
executed until the H VCO values are fixed, the accuracy of the adjustment can be greatly increased to
prevent pulse-miscounts due to noise or other disturbances. The amount of time it took from start to
completion of the auto-adjust process in actual examples, for both Y and X times, is shown in the table
below.

Table 5.Comparison of Optimum Matches vs. Number of Examinations

Although adjustment accuracy is improved by increasing the number of examinations until the set value is
confirmed, this also increases processing time proportionately, making it necessary to create a balance
between the desirable degree of accuracy and the total processing time. The actual measurements taken
to obtain the above data with acceptable accuracy required 5 examination processes, 3 optimum value
confirmations.

Optimum value confirmed 174 msec 706 msec 1379 msec
1462 msec747 msec174 msec

1 time/1 time
(Approximate)

3 times/5 times
(Approximate)

6 times/10 times
(Approximate)

Optimum value not confirmed 

No.of optimum matches(Y)/
No.of examinations(X)

Adjust results
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4.4 Auto-Adjustment Procedure
Figure 2 shows the auto-adjustment flowchart.

Figure 2.H VCO Auto-Adjust Flowchart

1: Uses TIMER 4 for 2 msec count. Not included in List 2 as program list example.
2: Uses TIMER 2 count source as external clock to count the number of input pulses. Not included in List 2.
3: Sets 10 msec pulse count period. Not included in List 2.

START

 V SYNC INTERRUPT

 2msec passed? (*1)
NO

YES

YES

Increment number 
of examination 

times ( +1)

 H VCO 
= +1

 10msec passed? (*3)
NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

No. of pulse counts
= optimum value? H VCO 

= 7 (max value)?

No of examinations more 
than X times?

H VCO optimum value 
onfirmed?

YES
YES

Pulse count
Optimum value > 

Y times?

H VCO = 0 (min value)
INTELLIGENT MONITOR =1, H FREE = 1
MONITOR MSB = 1

Start INTELLIGENT MONITOR pulse count (*2)

Increment number of 
optimum matches. ( +1)

H VCO optimum value 
fixed  (updated)

BK_HVCO = optimum value H VCO = BK_HVCO 
(optimum value) H VCO = initial value (4)

H FREE = 0, CINTELLIGENT MONITOR = 0
MONITOR MSB = 0

END

YES
YES
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_jdg_count = X-1 ;H VCO pulses - No. of examinations = X times
_ok_count = Y-1 ;H VCO pulses - No. of optimum matches = Y times
:HVCO_AUTO:

if [f_ATHV_START] == _clr ;Adjust start BUS setting complete?
[DT_HVCO] = 00 ;H VCO= 0
[BK_HVCO] = 00 ;RAM for H VCO storage
[OK_HVCO] = _ok_count ;Set no. of examinations
[JG_HVCO] = _jdg_count ;Set no. of optimum matches
[f_AHV_OK] = _clr ;Adjust OK/NG determination flag
[f_wait_ms] = _clr ;10 msec Wait determination flag
[f_ATHV_START] = _set ;Start set flag
JSR SET_10_12_13 ;Transmit ASIC BUS settings
BRA EXEC_AUTO

else
if [f_wait_ms] == _set ;10 msec Wait complete?

A = [B_T2] ;TIMER2 event counter
if A == 155 || A == 156 ;(MULTI) correct value?

A = [OK_HVCO] ; Optimum no. of matches OK?
if z == _set

[BK_HVCO] = [DT_HVCO] ;Update HVCO value
[f_AHV_OK] = _set ;Updated value confirmed
A = [DT_HVCO]
if A < 7 ;H VCO within max value?
[DT_HVCO] = ++A ;H VCO +1
[OK_HVCO]=_ok_count ;Set optimum no. of matches
[JG_HVCO]=_jdg_count ;Set no. of examinations
BRA EXEC_AUTO
endif

else
A = [JG_HVCO] ;No. of examinations OK?
if z == _clr
[OK_HVCO] = —[OK_HVCO] ;No. of examinations -1
BRA RE_COUNT
endif
BRA NEXT_SET

endif
else

NEXT_SET: A = [DT_HVCO]
if A >= 7 ;H VCO = more than max. value?

if [f_AHV_OK] == _clr ;No request for update?
[DT_HVCO] = 4 ;Initialize H VCO value

else
[DT_HVCO] = [BK_HVCO] ;Update H VCO

endif
[f_AUTO_HVCO] = _clr ;H VCO auto-adjust completed
JSR SET_10_12_13 ;Transmit ASIC BUS settings
RTS

endif
A = [JG_HVCO] ;Total no. of examinations completed?
if z == _set

[DT_HVCO] = ++[DT_HVCO] ;H VCO +1
[OK_HVCO]=_ok_count ;Reset optimum no. of matches
[JG_HVCO]=_jdg_count ;Reset no. of examinations

else
RE_COUNT:    [JG_HVCO] =— [JG_HVCO] ;No. of examinations -1

endif
EXEC_AUTO:  JSR SET_10_12_13 ;Transmit BUS data

[B_T2] = 0 ;Reset pulse counter
[f_wait_ms] = 0 ;Request 10 msec count
[VSCE] = 1 ;Enable V SYNC interrupt
[VSCR] = 0 ;Clear C SYNC interrupt request

endif
endif
RTS

4.5 Program List
List 2 shows a process program example.

List 2. H VCO Auto-Adjust Program Example
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5.0 S-TRAP Adjustment

5.1. Adjustment Purpose
The purpose of the S-TRAP (Sound Trap) adjustment is to tune the trap frequency to the optimum value
in order to attenuate the voice signal overlaid on the picture signal. Adjusting the S-TRAP minimizes the
deviation of the center frequency of the sound trap and the standard voice carrier frequency.

5.2 Required Settings
The MCU functions and ROM/RAM size, as well as ASIC registers, are set during auto-adjustment to the
values shown in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.

Table 6.MCU Resources Used in Application

Table 7.ASIC Register Settings

IC Type Functions ROM/RAM Size

MCU

A-D converter

Timer interrupt

Multi-master I2C Bus interface
176 bytes / 29 bytes

IC Type

ASIC S TRAP FINE ADJ 1Fh Bit 7-Bit 5

12h Bit 4-Bit 7
14h Bit 0-Bit 1

Bit 7

Bit 6

20h

04h

Bit 707h

Bit 509h

Bit 220h

Bit 125h

Bit 225h

AFT DEFEAT

VIF DEFEAT

FSC FREE
INTELLIGENT MONITOR

SIF FREQ     
SIF 5.74
STRAP TEST
STRAP SELF1                 

No. M61260/264

ADR BIT

M61250/251

ADR BIT
Part
Register/Bit
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S-TRAP can be adjusted through the following procedures via the I2C Bus.
1. Set each value (Note 1) via I2C Bus (BUS) (Note 1).
2. Set INTELLIGENT MONITOR to S TRAP OUTPUT LEVEL (=4) via BUS.
3. Set S-TRAP to minimum value (=0) via BUS.
4. Convert INTELLIGENT MONITOR output voltage (voltage =DT_ADVOL) after 10 msec (main counter).
5. Increment S-TRAP by 1 via BUS.
6. Convert INTELLIGENT MONITOR output voltage after 10 msec (main counter).
7. If current voltage is less than DT_ADVOL, update DT_ADVOL (DT_ADVOL = current voltage).
8. Repeat (15 times) Steps 2 to 7 until S-TRAP reaches maximum value (=15).
9. Set the value of S TRAP as the optimum value when INTELLIGENT MONITOR is at minimum voltage.
10. Transmit each setting (Note 1) via BUS, complete adjustment.

Note 1: BUS settings at adjust start and adjust completion are shown in Table 8 below.

Table 8.BUS Settings at Adjust Start and Completion

4
2

1

1

1

0
1
1

0
*

0

0

0

*

* Return to the value before setup.

0
0

AFT DEFEAT                

VIF DEFEAT

FSC FREE
INTELLIGENT MONITOR

SIF FREQ     
SIF 5.74
STRAP TEST
STRAP SELF1                

0STRAP SELF2               

value
At adjust start At adjust 

completionSet
Register
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5.3 Auto-Adjust Procedure
Figure 3 shows an example of an auto-adjust flowchart.

Figure 3.S-TRAP Auto-Adjust Flowchart

1. Set 10 msec wait period to occur after S-TRAP is updated. Counted in main routine. Not included in List
3 as program list example.

START

END

S TRAP >  15(MAX)?

10 msec passed? (*1)

10 msec passed? (*1)

AFTDEFEAT =1 FSCFREE =1
VIFDEFEAT =1 SIFFREQ =1    
SIF5.74 =0  STRAPTEST1 =1  
STRAPSELF1 =1
S TARP = 0 (min. value)
INTELLIGENT MONITOR =4 

AFTDEFEAT =0 FSCFREE =0
VIFDEFEAT =0  SIFFREQ =0    
SIF5.74 =1   STRAPTEST1 =0 
STRAPSELF1=0
INTELLIGENT MONITOR =0  

S TRAP = C_STRAP (optimum value)

S TRAP = C_STRAP ( =0)
INTELLIGENT MONITOR voltage 
AD conversion = DT_ADVOL

 S TRAP  = +1 

S TRAP  = BK_STRAP
INTELLIGENT MONITOR voltage AD 
conversion = [ A ]

[ A ] < DT_ADVOL?

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

DT_ADVOL  = [ A ]
C_STRAP= BK_STRAP
(updated optimum value)
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5.4 Program List
List 3 shows a process program example.

S_TRAP_AUTO:
if [f_STRP_EXEC] == _clr ; Adjust start BUS setting complete?

[C_STRAP] = 00 ; S TRAP = 0
[BK_STRAP] = 00 ; RAM for storing S TRAP
[DT_ADVOL] = $7F ; AD initial comparison value
JSR SET_S_AUTO_ADR ; Transmit BUS adjust start setting
JSR SET_1F_20 ; Transmit BUS S TRAP (=0)
[f_STRP_EXEC] = _set ; Adjust start BUS setting completed
RTS

endif
JSR AD_READ ; INTELLIGENT MONITOR voltage AD conversion
if A < [DT_ADVOL] ; Current voltage < comparison voltage?

[DT_ADVOL] = A ; Update comparison voltage
[BK_STRAP] = [C_STRAP] ; Update optimum S TRAP value

endif
A = [C_STRAP]
[C_STRAP] = ++A ; S TRAP + 1
if A >= 16 ; STRAP > max. value?

A = [BK_STRAP] ; STRAP at min. voltage
A = A << 4
[DT_STRAP] = A
JSR SET_1F_20 ; Update S TRAP (= optimum value)
[f_STRP_EXEC] = _clr
[f_AUTO_STRAP] = _clr ; STRAP auto-adjust completed
JSR SET_S_AUTO_ADR ; Update normal BUS setting

else
JSR SET_1F_20 ; Update BUS STRAP (=0)

endif
RTS

List 3. S-TRAP Auto-Adjust Program Example

* I2C bus is a registered trademark of Philips.
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